The War on Terror IS a War OF Terror
* Websters Dictionary: terrorism as “the use of force or threats to
demoralize, intimidate, and subjugate, esp. such use as a political weapon
or policy”
* The UN High-level Panel on Threats, Challenges and Change: “terrorism
as any action intended to cause death or serious bodily harm to civilians or
non-combatants with the purpose of intimidating a population or compelling
a government or an international organization to do, or abstain from, any
act.”

How big a problem is “terrorism”?
* Deaths from road accidents in developed economies is 390 times deaths
from international terrorism
* U.S. Department of State, 1997 Patterns of Global Terrorism: 123 attacks
against the U.S. Of these, 97 occurred in Latin America; 4 in the Middle East
* National Counterterrorism Center, 2009 Report on Terrorism: US fatalities
25; Non-US fatalities 14,946

How did “Islamic terrorism” become a problem?
* 1989, USSR broke up, no major enemies to justify “defense” spending
* Defense officials testified defense spending safely cut in half in 10 years
* CATO Institute: Creating the Islamic fundamentalist threat
* National Security Advisor Brezinski: control world via M.E., Central Asia
* The neocons wrote in a PNAC report of a “New Pearl Harbor”

9/11: The “New Pearl Harbor”
* 2000 plus military, intelligence, industry professionals do not believe the
official account of 9/11. Why?

WTC 1 & 2

* Fire and plane impact did not cause collapse

WTC 7
* Fire Department Commander: “not ... able to contain the fire”
* Larry Silverstein: “maybe the smartest thing to do is pull it”

Flight 93 — Pennsylvania

* Fox: 10x20 ft hole; NBC: debris scattered 3 or 4 miles, “phone book”

Flight 77 — Pentagon

* Witnesses: Jamie McInyre, Lt Medairos, April Gallop, Lt Col Kwiatowski
* Official reports, photos: damage not consistent with Boeing 757 impact
* Impossible for a Boeing 757 to skim the ground at 530 mph beyond Rt 27

What you can do
* Download FREE book 9/11 Unveiled
* Make appointment with your Congressman
* I’ll accompany you to make the case
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